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Abstract. In classical surface theory there are but few known examples of surfaces admitting
nontrivial isometric deformations and fewer still non-simply-connected ones. We consider the
isometric deformability question for an immersion x: M -> of an oriented non-simply-
connected surface with constant mean curvature //. We prove that the Space of all isometric
immersions of M with constant mean curvature // is, modulo congruences of M^, either finite
or a circle (Theorem 1.1). When it is a circle then, for the immersion x, every cycle in M
has vanishing force and, when // 7^ 0, also vanishing torque. Moreover, we identify closed
vector-valued 1-forms whose periods give the force and torque. Our work generalizes a classical
result for minimal surfaces to constant mean curvature surfaces.
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1. Introduction

It has long been wondered which smooth surfaces in R^ can undergo a nontrivial
isometric deformation and the non-existence of such compact surfaces has been con-
jectured. Even if we allow immersions, non-compactness, non-completeness or all
of these, the occurrence of such deformations for nc>n-s/ra/?Zy-cc>mz£cte<i surfaces still
appears to be rare. Apart from flat surfaces, the only place in classical surface theory
where local isometric deformations overtly present themselves is with surfaces of
constant mean curvature. See also the simply-connected examples of do Carmo-
Dajczer [16].

Within the class of isometric immersions of s/rap/y-comzecterZ surfaces, every
one of constant mean curvature which is not part of a plane or a sphere admits a

canonical 2tt-periodic isometric deformation - the associate deformation (see §3) -
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through immersions with the same mean curvature; this family also captures (to
within congruences of i.e. orientation-preserving isometries of R^) all isometric
immersions of that surface with this constant mean curvature. However, once the

constant mean curvature surface Af has topology (i.e. tti(M) 7^ 0), there is of
necessity a continuum of latent period conditions which must be satisfied for the
canonical deformation, at the level of the universal cover Af, to descend to M. Our

purpose here is to give necessary conditions for the associate isometric deformation
to exist onM. To this end, it is important to remark that when the surface is compact,
it is known to not admit non-trivial constant mean curvature isometric deformations

[1], [4].
A countable set of invariants associated with a constant mean curvature immersion

x arises from two naturally defined closed vector-valued 1-forms oz and aonM,
introduced in §4, called here the/oree and the torqzre forms. Thus their periods over a

cycle y in Af, fk([y]) / 0) and T ([y]) / er, depend only on the homology class

of y and are called the force and torque of that class for the immersion x (see also

[19], [20], [22]). Moreover, we show how knowing the first derivative of a constant

mean curvature isometric deformation means in fact knowing the force form while
knowing a combination of first and second derivatives means knowing the torque
form and viceversa.

The main theorem of this paper is the following.

Theorem 1.1. x: Af -> Z?£ an Aozzze/rzc zzzzzzzerezozz <9/<2 sraoetf/z onented
szzz/a<re wzYZz cozzstozz/^ zzzeazz cz/zratore //. T/zezz,

1. to wzYZzzzz co/zgrzre/zczAs, ^Zze/azzzz'Zy q/Y/ZZ fsozzz^zXzc zzzzzzz^retozLS o/A/ wzYZz cozzstozz/^

zzzeazz cz/zvatore // zY ezYZzer^zzzzYe or <2 cz'reZe;

2. z/YZzzY/azzzz'Zy zY <2 ezre/e eZz^zz/or eZz^ zzzzzzzerezYzzz x every cycZe Zzzzs vazzzYZzzzzg/oree

azzd, wZzezz // 7^ 0, vazzzYZzzzzg torqzre zzZso.

There was already a class of results on the isometric indeformability of minimal
or non-compact constant mean curvature surfaces with topology (see for instance

[8], [20], [26], [28], [32], [34]). Typically, these follow for us from Theorem 1.1 by
exhibiting a cycle with nonzero force. In fact, in §5, we discuss geometric conditions
which guarantee the existence of such a cycle. The central questions remaining are:

Are ^Zzere zz6>zz-szzzzpZy-c<9zzzz£cto<i cozzstozz/^ zzzeazz czzrvßtore szzz/<2<res s<z/zY/y-

zzzg ^Zz£ vazzzYZzzzzg/oree azzd torqzre cozzdzYzYzzzs q/TZzeorezzz 1.1 azzd ^Zzese

cozzdzYzYzzzs zZzezz gz/arazztoe ^Zze exzYtozzcre <9/<2 cozzstozz^ zzz^zzzz czzrvzztore zYo-

zzz^toze (iq/brzzzrzfiozz

Both questions are known to be answered affirmatively for minimal surfaces

(see §§4 and 5). In fact in the minimal case, thanks to the harmonicity of the coordi-
nate funetions the study of certain properties of a minimal deformation is relatively
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easy. It is well-known and straight-forward to prove that the family of all minimal
isometric immersions is either a circle or a Single element; in fact it is a circle if and

only if every cycle has vanishing force. Thus Theorem 1.1 generalizes this classical
result. In regards to the question, for non-simply-connected surfaces we know of no
constant mean curvature isometric deformation when 7/^0. Moreover the Wente

cylinders are immersed constant mean curvature cylinders with vanishing force and

non-vanishing torque for which the associate deformation does not exist [37]. Re-

garding item 1 of Theorem 1.1 we note that there exist nodoids for which the family
of all isometric immersions consists of exactly two elements [32].

Among complete Riemannian surfaces (Af, g) the flat ones R^ and S* x R can
be isometrically immersed in R^ with any constant mean curvature // (as circular
cylinders of radius 2]7f|)- We note that if the metric is not flat and x is an isometric

immersion of (Af, g) with constant mean curvature // then is uniquely determined

by the metric g: —x is an isometric immersion with constant mean curvature —//.

Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Rob Kusner and Bill Meeks for their interest
and remarks on the results of this paper. The second author would like to thank the
Mathematics Department at University of Notre Dame where this work was begun.

2. Isometric deformation of surfaces

Let x: Af -> R^ be an immersion of a smooth oriented surface. The differential

x* of x is given by x*(X) Ix where the right-hand side is the derivative of the
vector-valued function x with respect to X. The induced metric g is given by

g(x, r) <x*(x),x*(7)} (Zx,rx)
where is the Euclidean metric on R^. Let / denote the complex structure induced

by the orientation of Af and let £ be the oriented unit normal field to the immersion x.
The second fundamental form A of x is defined by

Xf -x*04X)

and half of its trace is the mean curvature,

Tr/I
2

The Gauss equation is
deU AT

where is the curvature of the metric g and Codazzi's equation is

(Vx^i)r (Vy^)z
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where V is the Levi-Civita connection of the metric g; from now on the metric will
be denoted by These equations come from differentiating the structure equation

ZZx x*(VxZ) + <ZZ,Z)£. (1)

Now suppose x^: Af -> is a smooth 1-parameter family of immersions each

inducing the same metric (,); this is called an /sömefnc de/öThe unit
normal field and second fundamental form of each immersion x* are denoted by ^
and respectively. From now on prime denotes differentiation with respect to G

Since (Xx*,Xxf) is independent of £ we know that 0. Hence

XxJ £(xf)*(/X) + /?(X)£* where ä; is a function on Af and /? is a 1-form on Af,
both dependent on

Since (£*, £*) 1 it follows that ^ (x*)*(Z) where Z is a vector field on Af,
dependent on G Since (Xx*, £*) 0 it follows that

<**U,) +<***.£> o

and so /?(X) —(X, Z). Thus

Ix; £ (*,).(./*)-(XZ)£,. (2)

In continuing the computation for the deformation we will drop the subScript G From
equation (1),

zzx' - (z,z)t)
Z(Z)x*(/Z) + £[-**(%/Z) + (ZZ,/Z)£]

-Z(Z,Z)f + (Z,Z)x*(ZZ)
x*(Z(lt)/Z + £/VxZ + (Z,Z)ZZ) + (fc(ZZ,/Z) -Z(Z,Z))£. (3)

Differentiating equation (1) with respect to £ and using equation (2) gives

zzx' YxT(x') + MX, z)£ + (zz, z)x*(z)
fcx»(/Vyr) - (Vyr, z>f + (z'z, z)f + (zz, z>x*(z)
x*(£/ v*z + (zz, z)z) + «z'z, z) - (VyZ, z))£. (4)

Comparing normal components in equations (3) and (4) we obtain

Z'Z =-£/ZZ - V^Z (5)

and comparing tangential components

Z(Z)/Z (ZZ,Z)Z - (Z,Z)ZZ

which is equivalent to
Vit -z/z. (6)
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Equations (5) and (6) are the integrability conditions of the deformation. Finally
note that

Ix' (x*(/Z) + ££) x Xx^ (7)

where x denotes the cross product on R^. The vector-valued function 77 x* (</Z) +
££ is called the Drehriss [3] and is used by Burns and Clancy in their recent work [6].

3. The associate surfaces of a constant mean curvature surface

Let x: Af —> be an oriented surface with constant mean curvature // then, for
each £ g [0, 2tt], the Symmetrie tensor field

cos(f)04 - /) + sin(/)/04 - #/) + #/ (8)

satisfies the Gauss-Codazzi equations with respect to the induced metric and

//. If Af is simply-connected then, by the fundamental theorem of surface

theory, we obtain a one-parameter family of isometric immersions x^ with second
fundamental form ^ and therefore constant mean curvature // and xo x. These
immersions are uniquely determined to within a congruence or rigid motion of R-\
that is, an orientation preserving isometry of R^. Without loss of generality, we may
assumex(/?o) 0forsome/?o £ M and normalize the family x^byrequiring that, for
all 1, *,Oo) 0, £, (po) ?(/>o) and (x,)*^ x*^ o Rot^,(-f) where Rot^,(0)
denotes the oriented rotation of the tangent plane (with the induced metric)
through an angle 0. The resulting normalized isometric deformation x*: Af -> R^,
Z G [0, 2tt] is called the assöc/ßZe ^/ormaZ/on here (see also [5], [7], [21]).

For example, let x: Af -> R^ be an oriented i/rapZy-connecZed mm/maZ surface
and choose the origin of R^ on the surface, i.e. x(/?o) 0 for a certain /?o £ Af •

Since Ax 0, where A is the Faplace Operator of the induced metric on Af, we
have a complex conjugate y : Af -> R^ of x, unique to within a translation of R^.
We may therefore assume y (/?o) 0 also. Then

x^ cos(Z)x + sin(z)y

is a 1 -parameter family of minimal isometric immersions of M into R^ with second

fundamental form ^ as given in equation (8) above. Since by the Cauchy-Riemann
equations x*(X) y*(/X) and x*(/X) —y*(X) it is easy to see that ^ does

not change with £ and (x*)*^ x*^ o Rotp(—Z)).
Returning now to the constant mean curvature case, if Af is not simply-connected

then we may lift x to x: Af -> R^ and let denote the lift of to M. By
the earlier discussion, ^ is the second fundamental form of an isometric immersion

x^: Af —> R^ with constant mean curvature // and is unique to within a motion ofR^.

Fixing £ IT and j5o £ Af over we may assume x*(/?o) 0, ^(Ä)) £(/k))
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and (*z)*^ °Rotpo(—Z) for all Z. With this normalization we obtam a smooth

isometric deformation

x^: Af -> R"\ 0 < z < 2tt,

with constant mean curvature //. Of course xo projects to x: Af -> R^. Let
S {Z e [0, 2tt) | x* projects to x^: Af -> R^}; this set of immersions of Af m R^
will be called the ßssöczVzZe/ßrazZy for x: Af -> R^.

Lemma 3.1. Tjfx^: Af —> R^, m 1,2, are z'someZnc zmm^rxzV^/zx wz'zZz cozzsZßzzZ

raeazz cz/rvßZz/re // zZzezz X2 z's cozzgrz/ezzZ to <2 wragwe ö/xi.
TTzz/s z/x: Af -> R^ zs azz /mmera/on wz'zZz cozzsZßzzZ raeazz cz/rvßZz/re //, ßZZ ozZzer

ZStfmeZnC Z/77/776T.S/77/7.Y £>/Af Z/7 R^ WZZTz ZZz£ AYZ/77£ 6Y7/7.YZ6//7Z Z776X//7 CZZ/XY/Z/Z/Y^ 676Y77/; to
wzZZzzzz cozzgrz/ezzces, z>z zZze/ßrazZy o/ß^oczzzto^ ö/x.

Proo/ Locally on Af we may choose positive isothermal coordmates (rz,i;), i.e.
{^^ } is a positively onented frame and the metnc is of the form (z/rz^ +
<Yi^). The second fundamental form of x^ with respect to the coordmate frame is
wntten

j ZY + ßm

*""L 77-a„,_
Now, ^ ö^), is a complex function m the coordmate u; w + z v, where

äu7 ~ I (^7 ~ ^ ^ extended by complex lmeanty. Clearly, £2^

is a well-defined complex quadratic differential on Af, the Hopf differential;
a simple computation gives — §e^(jöm + zc^m)- Codazzi's equation m these

isothermal coordmates reads

^

and, smce // is constant, is holomorphic.

Smceby Gauss'equation |o;^p ^-(jö^+oz^) —^f), theumbilical
pomts are isolated unless x: Af -> R^ is a round sphere and lt follows that the

meromorphic function ^ is constant and of modulus one. Hence, 012 for
some real number Z. It follows easily that

,42 cos(004i - 777) + sin(07(Yi - 7/7) + 777.

Hence, by the fundamental theorem of surface theory X2 is congruent to an associate

ofxi.
We now consider the structure of *S for a constant mean curvature surface Af

with topology. The first and most mterestmg question is whether S contams an open
mterval. Assume *S contams an mterval [0, e) then we have the associate deformation

je*: M -
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forO < £ < £. Since, by (8), ^4' /(^4 — ///) the integrability condition (5)becomes

Va-7Z (ifc + 1)ZZ -//X. (9)

Replacing 7 by /Z in the structure equation (1) and using equation (6) and (9)

zx*(yz) jc»(Vy/z) + (4*, yz)f
X»((Jfc + 1)ZZ - 7/Z) + (Z, y4/Z)f
x*((X + 1)ZZ - //Z) - (Z, Vifc)f

-Z((fc + 1)£ + f/x)

so that (xj)*(/Z) + (X + 1)£* + //x^ F* is a constant vector field along each

surface in the Variation. From the normalization in the definition of the associate

deformation we obtain Z(/?o) 0 and (x*)* X x* o Rot^(—£)X gives

^7^*0 */>o* x*^(-sin(0Z -cos(OyZ) -x*^ o Rot^f-OyZ.

On the other hand, from equation (2),

^(x,)*^Z Z(xJ) U= fc(x,)^(/Z) - (Z, Z)^(Po)

fc(po)x.„„ °Rotpo(-f)./Z.

Hence £(/?o) — 1 and so F^(/?o) 0 and therefore F* 0, i.e.

(x,).(JZ) + (fc + 1)£, + x, 0.

Now

zx; ((x,)»(yz) + x zx, -(i/x, + ta x zx,
and since (Xx*, £*) 0 it follows, also on differentiating with respect to 7 that

s; -(i/x, + t,)xf,.
We collect these facts in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. //T/ze avsoc/ate o/x: Af -> ex/sfa

Zx' -(i/jc + f) x Zx,

r -(#*+o x

The next lemma says that except when Af is flat, in which case the immersion is a

circular cylinder, the isometric immersion determines the value of the mean curvature.
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Lemma 3.3. Mka corap/ete onented F/eraanman 2-ra<2myb/<7 amZ Xi and X2

zsömefnc /mmers/öfts wzYA constant mean cnrva/are //1 and 7/2- FdAer

(i) Af zs^/Za£ and eacA X/ zs a czrczdar cyZznder a/rad/ws 27777* ^
(ii) Af zs na£^/ZaZ 77^ 7/| and X2 zs an assoczate a/=bxi.

Praa/ If 7/2 ±//i then (ii) follows from Lemma 3.1. If 77^ < 7/| then, since

77^ — TT > 0 on M, 7/| — TT is positive and bounded away from zero on Af.

The complete metric go y^T/^ — Fg on Af is flat. This is because if g

e^(dw^ + di^) and ^2 are local representation of the metric and the

Hopf differential then go |&>2|(p?^ + is the local representations of go; this
is flat since a>2 is holomorphic (see §3). The universal cover of (Af, go) is conformally

/ 2

C and ^ is a holomorphic function on C with ^ < 1 and therefore
V^2

constant. Thus F is constant and for conformal reasons it must be zero. It follows
easily that x; is an immersion of R^, or a cylindrical quotient thereof, as a cylinder
of radius in R^.

4. The force and torque 1-forms on an immersed surface of constant mean
curvature

To motivate the notions of force and torque take an embedded oriented surface

x: M —>•

with oriented normal £ and constant mean curvature 77 > 0 (see also [20]). Imagining
the surface as a liquid membrane in equilibrium under a constant normal pressure
field F, the equilibrium equation is F — 277r£ [36], where r is the surface tension
of the membrane. We may assume r 1.

Take a compact domain 7) in Af and along each oriented boundary component y
we insert a smooth embedded cap

fc: ä: -* R*.

that is, A(3F) x(y). The orientation of Af determines the orientation of each

connected component of y: in fact, let 77 dy be the oriented unit normal to y in
Af then £ x*]/xx*?|. In turns, the orientation of y determines an orientation on
F and we let be the oriented unit normal to F (see Figure 1).

Considering the domain Z) with caps inserted on each boundary component y,
the resulting closed surface is maintained in equilibrium by the application of a total
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restorative force on each end - to counter the inherent forces due to pressure and

surface tension of that end - which total

2// /

where Ja^ also denotes the area element in
Dehne fk([y]) 2// Ja^ + / Js as the force of the component y.
Let &>o be the 1 -form onM dehned by&>o(20 //xxx*(I) then J&>o 2//£Ja

where Ja is the area element of Af. The corresponding 1-form &>q on dehned by
&>q (X) //£ x satishes Jo>q 27/v^Ja^. If is the 1-form dehned on
M by ©(*) (7/x + f) x x*(X) then

/ ft> / ft>o + / / &)q + / jjc/s,
«/ y «/ y «/ y «/ y «/ y

since &>q &>o along y. By Stokes' theorem

/ 6l> / Jo>o + / 7^ 2// / + / t/Js fk(y). (10)
Jy «/^ Jy Jy

Now is easily checked to be a closed 1-form on Af for any immersed oriented
surface

x: M —>•

of constant mean curvature //; we call it the/arc*?/arm. Thus the quantity

w(M) / ©
7y
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depends only on the homology class of the cycle y. This will be called the/orce of
the cycle y for the immersion x.

Returning again to the domain Z) with ends capped as above the torque of the
inherent forces of pressure and surface tension at the end y totals

2// / Z x + / x x
«Ak Ay

Dehne the torque of y by

T(y) 2// / Z x + / x x 77<Zs.

«ZK Ay

Dehnecro(X) |//xx (xxx*(X)). We can easily compute <Zcro 2//xx£<Za.
Thecorresponding 1-form<7q on X dehnedby <7q (X) |//kx (k xk*(X)) satishes

<Z<Tq 2//Z x Thus

27/ / £ X Vfe Jßfc / Ctq /
A^: Aa^ Ay

/
Ay

since <Tq öo along y. Then T(y) / öo + / x x z/ds / <r where er is the
1-form dehned by

ct(X) ^//xx(xxx*(XD+xxx*(/X) ixx[2(//x + t)xx*(X)+x*(Xr)].

Again it is easy to check that er is a closed 1-form on any immersed surface of constant
mean curvature and we call it the torgzze/orra. Now

HM) / o-
7y

depends only on the homology class of y and is called the forqz/e of the cycle y for
the immersion x.

Since periods over cycles of an exaet form are zero, the next lemma proves the
second part of Theorem 1.1. More precisely, we show how knowing the hrst derivative
of a constant mean curvature isometric deformation means in fact knowing the force
form while knowing a combination of hrst and second derivatives means knowing
the torque form and viceversa.

Lemma 4.1. x: Af -> an szzz/ace q/* eozzstazze mean cz/rva/rzre

// eze/mzztzVzg <:/ zzozz/rzvzVzZ zsoraefrzc dq/brraa/fozz zTzrong/z swz/ßces q/* comzV/rzf mean
cz/rva/rzre //. TTzezz/or e/ze zraraerszozz x,

(i) zs exaet;
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(ii) er zs exaet z/ // 7^ 0.

Prezez/ Consider the associate family x^: Af -> with xo x then, from the

assumption of the lemma, x^ is defined for 0 < £ < e, for some £ > 0. As we saw in
§3,

Ix' -(f/x + §) x Ix -w(Z).
Hence is exaet.

We begin by calculating Ix". Write P //x + £:

Xx" -(P X Ix)' -P'xIx|Px(Px JJfx)

-f/x' x Xx - §' X Ix + P X (P X Xx)
-i/*(x' X x) + //Ix' x x - f' x *x + P x (P x *x)
-//X(x' X x) - //(P X Ix) X X + (P X £) X Xx + P X (P X Ix),

X(x" + f/x' X x) (f/x + P) X (P X Ix) + (P X f) X Ix
(2//x + £) x (P x Ix) -Ixx(Px^)
2//x X (P X Xx) + f X (P X JJfx)-Ixx(Px^)
2//x x(/x!x)-Px (JJfx X f)
- Ix X (§ X P) - Ix X (P X §)

2i/x X (P X *x) + (f/x + f) X x»(7*).

Thus

*(x" + f/x' X X + x) f/x X {2P xlx| x*(/X)} 3//a(JI).

Hence, when // 7^ 0, er is exaet if there exists an isometric deformation of x.

To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 it remains to show:

Lemma 4.2. LeZ x: Af -> Zze an e>/a szzzezetZz e>z7ezzZeeZ sz/z/ace w/zZz

cezzzsZazzZ zzzeazz cz/zvaZz/re //. PZzezz ez'zZzer

(i) Ze> wzZZzzzz cezzzgrz/ezzces zZzere are ezzzZy^zzzzZeZy zzzazzy zYe>zzzeZz7c zzzzzzzerszezzzs ez/eezzz-

sZazzZ zzzeazz cz/zraZz/re //, or

(ii) zZze assezczaZes x^: Af -> exzsZ/ezr aZZ Z G [0, 2tt].

Prezez/ Let Af be the universal cover of Af with the lifted metric and complex strueture
(denoted and / respectively), tt : Af -> Af the projection and <© be the group
of deck transformations of this cover which are, of course, orientation preserving
isometries. If A is the lift to Af of the second fundamental form A of the immersion

x then cr*^ A(/?)(<r*^)~* A(cr(/?)) for all er e <£) and all /? e Af. The lift of

y4f cos f (X - ///) + sin f./04 - ///) + ///
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to the universal cover is the second fundamental form of the associate family

x*: Af ->

defined in §3. Since each deck transformation er g <£) commutes with A and /, it
preserves the lifted second fundamental form A*, that is,

for all /? G M. It follows that x^oa and x^ have the same second fundamental form

J,(ct(j?))0*p J,(p)

at each /?. Hence x^ oa <Eh(cr) o x^, where Oj(cr) G AZ the group of motions of
R^. It easy to see that

<J>,: £) -»
is a homomorphism for each £ g [0, 2tt] and x* projects to x^: M -> R^ if and only

Let iS G [0, 2tt] | x^ projects to Af}. Assuming S is infinite there exists an
infinite sequence ofpoints {^ } of points in S which we may assume converges to some
/h [0, 2tt]. Since (er) / for all « it follows, by continuity, that <$%(cr) /
for all er g Z). So g *S. In the corresponding matrices (er))/y <$// for each

^ and so, by the Mean Value Theorem, (<t>^ (a))// 0 for a sequence converging
to Hence d>^(cr) 0 for all er g Z). Repeating the argument gives that the

derivatives O^(cr) 0 for all er g Z) and all integers « > 1. Since, for each er g <©,

O^(cr) is an analytic curve in AZ, it follows that O^(cr) Z for all £ and all er g <Z).

Hence [0, 2tt] if is infinite. This proves Lemma 4.2.

Remark 4.3. For minimal immersions the associate x^ is in fact —x and thus always
exists. However, if there exists an associate x^, s ^ {0, tt}, then they all exist and

Xj —{sin(s — £)x + sin(/^Xs}.
sins

Regarding the finiteness part of Theorem 1.1, we note Meeks' conjecture that
for a complete isometric embedding x: Af -> R^ with constant mean curvature
ZZ there are no other isometric immersions with the same mean curvature ZZ(^Z 0):
when ZZ 0 and x (Af) is not a helicoid any other minimal isometric immersion is

congruent to —x (see [24]).
As we see in the next result the existence of associates of a constant mean curvature

immersion x: Af -> R^ is guaranteed if there are isometries of the induced metric on
Af which do not extend under the immersion x to a congruence of R^. However, we
know of no non-simply-connected examples with nonzero constant mean curvature
where an associate exists except for certain nodoids x, i.e. non-embedded Delaunay
surfaces, and then only for x^; for unduloids, i.e. embedded Delaunay surfaces, no
associate exists (see for instance [32]).
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Proposition 4.4. L^Z x: M -> Ae an o/o szzzoozA oz7£zzZ£<i sz/z/oce
wzZA cozzsZozzZ zzzeozz cz/zroZz/re //. L^Z 7(M) Ae zAe groz//z o/oz7£zzZoZzozz /zreserazzg
zsomeZnes' o/M zzzzd Z^Z /o(M) Ae zAe sz/Agzrzz//z e/swcA exZezzdzzzg z/zzefer x
Zo o cozzgrz/ezzce o/R^. TTzezz /o(M) exZezzds z/zzefer eocA ossoczoZe x* o/x Zo o gzrzw/z

o/Aozzz^Zz-zAs- o/R^. Tjf 7(M)\7o(M) A zzz/zzz'Ze zA^zz x A Aozzz^Zz-zcoZZy eA/ozTzzoAZe

zAroz/gA zzzzzzzerszozzs o/cozzsZozzZ zzzeozz cz/zvoZz/re. 7/*7(M)\7o(M) A/zzz'Ze o/ozrfer zzz

ZA^ZZ £<2cA o/ZA^ OSSOCzVzZ^ X2zni ex/sZS, f 1, ZZZ.

m

TVoo/ If/ G 7o(M) then/*^ Ap(/*^)~* A^^forall /? G M. Since / preserves
the metric and complex structure of M we have for all

/? G M. Hence / extends under x^ to an isometry O of R^.
Let er G /(M). Comparing the isometric immersions x and y x o er the

respective oriented normals to these maps at /z are £ (/z) and ZV(/z) £ (er (/?)). If 7? is

the second fundamental form of y then, by its definition, (X/V)^ —y*^ (2?(/z)X)

-x*^ct*„(£(pX)- But, since N § °ct,

(*#), (ct.„*) (^(/^ct.,*).
Taken together, these give

£(/?) (a^)"^(a(j>))CT^,
so y has constant mean curvature //. By Lemma 3.1,y xoeris congruent to
a unique associate x^) of x. This defines a map Z: /(M) -> [0, 2tt). Obviously,
Z(cr) 0 if and only if er g 7o(M). To complete the proof of the theorem we must
show that Z is a homomorphism.

For er, r G 7(M) let C denote the second fundamental form of x o <7 o r. As

before,

C(P) ((CT O t)^)-^((ct O T)(p))(CT O r)*p

(^)~UCT*^^)~^(cr(r(^)))cr*^^r^
(^)~^(r(/?))r*p.

Since x o er is congruent to the associate x^) of x we have 7? —

///) + ///, wheref"(/4 - ///) cos*04 - ///) + sin *7(4 - ///). Thus

C(p) e''<">(T.0~V " #/)(t(p))t^ + J^/O)
e'''<">[(r.,)~^(*(P))^ - Z//(p))] + #/(p)

- Z7/)(p)} + tf/(p),
since xoris congruent to x^y Thus

C(p) «?''('(">+'<*)>(X - ///(p)) + tf/(p).
and hence Z (er o r) (Z (er) + Z (r)) mod 2tt and the map Z defines a homomorphism.
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5. Applications

We begin with the Observation that there exist complete, immersed minimal surfaces

with genus zero and finitely many ends admitting a nontrivial isometric deformation
through minimal surfaces. First, let us recall the Weierstrass representation theorem,
see for instance [33].

Proposition 5.1. x: Af -> Z?£ a cazz/azT/zaZ z/zzzzzzzzaZ z/zz/zzerszazz a/a 7?z£//zazzzz

szzz/ace M. g Z?£ dze stareagrapZzzc pzp/Vcdazz o/ zYs Gaz/ss map, d/z dx3 —

zdx3 o /; g a/zd d/z are ZzaZa/zzazp/zzc. TTzezz (z/p ta a /razzsZtazazz)

Cazzver^Zy, Z^ Mfea 7?z£/zzazzzz szzz/ace, g: M ^ C Uooa raeroraazp/zzc/zzzzctzazz

azzd d/z <2 /zaZazzzazp/zzc 6>zz£-/6>ztzz azz M. TTzezz, provzded Z/zzzZ O 0/or a/Z

cZased cz/zves a azz Af, egz/tazazz (11) azzd (12) de^zzze a cazz/azT/zaZ z/zzzzzzzzaZ zzzappzzzg 0/
Af zzzta R^, w/zzc/z zY regzdarprovzded dze paZ^s azzd o/g cazzzczde wzdz dze

a/d/z. 77ze /zaZaraazp/zzc/zzzzcdazz g azzd ZzoZozzzorpZzzc azze/azT/z d/z are dze socaZZed

W£Z£xstravs data.

With Theorem 5.1 in mind, it is easy to check that, for an immersed minimal
surface Af, admitting a nontrivial isometric deformation through minimal surfaces
is equivalent to the condition that Im O 0 for all closed curves aonM. Take

Pi,..., Pw e C and, for any A; G N, consider the following Weierstrass data

One can check that these data yield non-simply-connected, genus zero minimal sur-
faces admitting a nontrivial isometric deformation through minimal surfaces.

There are many results on the isometric indeformability of a constant mean cur-
vature surface with topology (e.g. [8], [20], [26], [28], [32], [34]). In what follows,
we give a criterion guaranteeing the isometric indeformability of a constant mean
curvature surface. In particular this result is a generalization of a rigidity theorem of
Choi-Meeks-White for minimal surfaces, see Theorem 1.2 in [8].

Theorem 5.2. x: Af -> R^ Z?£ azz zsomefnc z/zz/zzerszazz a/a szzzata/z azY^zztad

sz/z/ace wzdz cazzstazz^ zzzeazz cz/zratare //. Sz/ppase dzta a pZazze tt zzztar^cfa x(Af)
/razzsversaZZy zzz a cZased zzzzzY speed cz/zre y: [0, L] -> Af Z/z^zz dze cazzzpazzezz^ a/dze

(ii)

$ ($1, $2, $3) ((£ *+£)^p<^. (12)

g ]~^[(z — p/)^ and d/z dz.
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/<9ZT£ o/ y ÖZtZztfgtfZZZzZ TT zs

Zo (x«(yy),K)
wZzere F zs <2 z/zzzY vecfor zzöztzzzzZ tt. 7/*

.L 1/«Zo
-{(x,(/)>), F) + i/(x O y,£)}<fo 7 0

/o (x,(yy),K)
^Zzezz x Joes zzctf adzzzzY <2 zzozz/rzvzYzZ ^/öztzzzz/zözz ^Zzroz/gZz sz/z/zzces 0/ cozz-

stazz£ zzzeazz czzzixz/i/re //. Zzz pazTzcz/Zaz; z/x Zs zzzzYzzzzzaZ azzd ^Zze pZazze zTztersecTs' zY

/razzsverszzZZy zzz <2 cZosed cz/rve ^Zzezz, wzYZzzzz C6>zzgz2/£zzc£s, Af adzzzzYs ozzZy ozze 6tfZzer

zzzzVzzzzzaZ Ysozzz^zXzc zzzzzzz^rsz'ozz zzz R^, zzazzz^Zy —x.

Pröö/ We may assume that tt is the xy-plane and F £3. Clearly,

X O y (x o y,x*(y)}x*(y) + (x O y,x*(/y))x*(./y) + (x o y,§)£

and, if the origin is chosen in tt,

0 (x O y,£3) (x O y,x*(7y))(x*(yy),£3) + (x o y,§)(f,e3).

Since the plane intersects x(Af) transversally (x*(/y), £3) 7^ 0 and consequently

.(x°K,f)(t^3)(x o y, x*(yy)} —— —.(x*(/y), £3)

The decomposition of x o y above yields the following computation for (JF([y]), F)
where JF([y]) is the force form defined in §4.

<W([y]),K)=(jf (f+ //xoy)xx*(y),^

/ (x*(yy) - i/(x o y,x*(yy))f + i/(x o y^)x*(yy),f3)/«Zo

7«Zo
/ ((x*(yy)>*?3)

«Zo

+ //{-(x o y,x*(y]>))(?. ^3) + (x o y,§)(x*(yy), ^3)})

jf ^(x*(yy), 63) + f/(x o y^)j_|l|ll_ + (x,(yy),g3)})

=Y (wki"*-''''-'"''+
The formula for (JF([y]), F) in Theorem 5.2 now follows. Thus in the minimal
case the force of y is clearly non-zero and the result follows from Theorem 1.1 and

Remark4.3.
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Corollary 5.3. Le£ x: Af -> Ae an Zsome/rZc a/a smoetfA onentee?

snz/ace nnYA canstan^ mean cnrva/Pre // 7^ 0. Snppose £Aa£ Af Aas a pZane <9/

symme/ry tt wAZcA Zntersecfa x(Af) Zn a cZosee? cnrve y: [0, L] —> Af. Tjfx o y ZZes Zn

an apen eA'sA 0/ radZws fAen fAere exZsfs anZy ^ZmYeZy many ZsamezxZc ZmmersZans

a/M nnYA canstan^ mean cnrva/Pre //.

Proa/ We may assume that tt is the xy-plane and F £3. Since tt is a plane of
symmetry, we can assume that (x*(/y), ^3) 1. Therefore Theorem 5.2 gives

<W([y]),e3> L + tf Ax°K,?)^.
«/o

Suppose x o y lies in an open disk of radius -^. Without loss of generality we

can assume that the disk is centered at the origin. Then |// (x o y, £)<is| < L and

therefore JF([y]) 7^ 0. The result now follows from Theorem 1.1.

Definition 5.4. An embedding x: Af -> has a plane of Alexandrov symmetry tt
if tt is a plane of symmetry for x (Af) and x (Af)\{x (Af) PI tt} consists of two graphs

over tt.

For a complete proper surface x: Af -> with constant mean curvature // 7^ 0

and a plane ofAlexandrov symmetry Meeks-Tinaglia [31 ] showed that if sup^ | A | <
00 and Af has more then one end then x has no other associates. They show that Af
has an end asymptotic to an unduloid (see also [19]). Since for unduloids none of
the associates exists as we remarked in §4, a compactness argument (which we also

use at the end of the next proof) implies that x is the only isometric embedding of Af
with constant mean curvature // (see also [20], [32]).

We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.5. Le£ x: Af -> Ae a compZete proper Zsome/rZc emAeeAZZng a/a
smoetfA onentee? snz/ace nnYA constant mean cnrva/Pre // 7^ 0, nnYA a pZane a/
AZexamZrov symmetry. PAen

(i) rAere exZsfa anZy ^ZmYeZy many Zsame/Wc ZmmersZans a/ Af vwYA cansftm^ mean
cnrva/Pre //, ane?

(ii) z/ sup^ | A | 00 ane? Af Aas ^znzYe genz/s ^Aen x ane? possZAZy x^ are ^Ae anZy

Zsome/rZc emAeeAZZngs a/M wzYA constant mean czzrva/Pre //.

Proa/ We begin by proving item (i). Our goal is to show that there exists a plane
which intersects Af transversally in a simple closed curve which is not homologically
trivial. Once this is done, by a result of Korevaar and Kusner (Theorem 1.12 in [18])
the force of such a curve is always nonzero. Thus, by Theorem 1.1 there exist only
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finitely many isometric immersions of Af into with constant mean curvature //
and (i) will be proved.

Let A be the connected region of tt over which x(M)\{x(Af) D tt} is graphical.
If the boundary of A consists of more then one connected component, select two
components a and /3. Let tt' be a plane perpendicular to tt which intersects both a
and /3 transversally. Choosing different boundary components of A, if necessary, we
can assume that the intersection of tt' with A contains a line segment connecting a
and /3. Since x(Af) is graphical over A, tt' intersects Af transversally in a simple
closed curve y intersecting a and /3. Since a and /3 are different components of 3A,

y cannot be homologically trivial in Af and thus its force is nonzero by [18].
If tt intersects Af in a Single connected curve y and y is not closed, then Af would

have exactly one end and genus zero. However, a result of Meeks says that a properly
embedded surface with nonzero constant mean curvature and finite genus must have

more than one end (see [25]). Thus y must be closed.

If A is the unbounded region of tt outside y then y is homologically nontrivial.
If A is the compact region of tt bounded by y then x(M)\{x(Af) D tt} consists of
two compact graphs over A and Af must be compact. This implies that x(Af) is a

round sphere in which case the isometric immersion is always unique. In either case,
whether A is compact or not, there exist only finitely many isometric immersions of
Af into with constant mean curvature //.

We now prove item (ii). If Af has unbounded second fundamental form, then for
any wgN there exists e Af such that |A|(/?„) > Recall that for graphs with
constant mean curvature and zero boundary value there exists a constant C depending
only on // such that sup^ |x3||A| < C (see for instance [35]) therefore in our case
1*3 (/Vi) I < (here *3 is the third component of the point x). After a sequence
of translations which take x(/?„) to the origin, we obtain a sequence of immersions

y«: M —R^, := x — x (/?«), with constant mean curvature and a plane of
Alexandrov symmetry such that 0. The distance from the origin to the

plane of symmetry of y„ is bounded by •

Consider the sequence of non-negative functions : Af -> R,

(Ijn(^)l - l)VP(/>)

over the connected component of {/? e M: |y«(/?)| <1} containing /?„. The
function is zero on the boundary of and therefore it attains its maximum on

at a point in its interior. Let be such a point, i.e.

^«(<7«) (|jn(?»)| - maxF„(p) > F„(p„)
Af„

Fix cr^ > 0 such that 2a„ < 1 — |y«(g«)| and

4<^|^P(<7n) 4|^p(p„) C„2.
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Notice that cr„ is less than half the distance from ^ ^ boundary of the

ball of radius one centered at the origin. Let be the connected component of
{/? e : | y«(/?) — y«(#«)| < er«} containing Since achieves its maximum
on M„ at </„,

21 >i i2 2
sup o"„ 1^4 | <sup<T„-

U J/i UM I ~ -U

- 71 7—TT—777 sup F„0)
(|jw(#w)l 1)

4/j2

For any we apply a translation which takes the plane of Alexandrov symmetry to
the xy-plane and y«(g«) on the z-axis, and let z„ : M -> R-\ z„ := for
a certain e tf, denote this new sequence of immersions. We have obtained the

following:

sup < 4|^p(g„), 4ct^|^P(^„) C*, and KznMtf«)! <
^

Consider a new sequence of immersions u;«: Af -> R^ obtained by rescaling

z„ by a factor of M|(<7„), := |^|(g„)z„. Note that |(w„)3(<7«)| < C and that
l /y I

I 7/« | 5 |i4|to„)' where //„ denotes the mean curvature of the immersion u;«. Since we
are assuming that the genus of Af is finite, a Standard compactness argument implies
that this sequence converges in the convergence to a non-flat minimal embedding
of a genus zero surface, Xoo: Mx) —R ^, with bounded second fundamental form and

hence properly embedded (see [13] and also [30]). Since a proper embedding cannot
be contained in a half-space (see [17]), the xy-plane must be a plane of symmetry.
This implies that Xoo: V*, must be a catenoid (see [27] and [2], [ 14], [9], [ 10],

[11], [12], [15], [23], [29] and others). The following compactness argument (see
also [32]) then implies that in either case, x and possibly x^ are the only isometric
embeddings of Af into R^ with constant mean curvature //.

Let yoo • [0, L] -> Moo denote the shortest closed geodesic on M^o and let

y«: [0, L,j] be the sequence of cycles in such that w«(y«) converges
to Xoo(yoo)- Suppose that there exists 0 different from zero or tt such that the asso-
ciate X0 : Af -> R^ exists then, because of the convergence, (w«)0(y«) converge to
(*00)0 (7oo). However, while (u;«)# (y«) must be a closed curve, an easy computation
shows that when 0 is different from zero or tt, (xoo)# (yoo) is not a closed curve. This
contradicts the convergence and proves that x and possibly x^ are the only isometric
embeddings of Af into R^ with constant mean curvature //.
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